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in two steps (61 % );(1) vinylmagnesium bromide addition

(2) ・pyrldmi나m chlorochromate oxidation; J. H. Babler, 
B. J. (nvergo and S. J. Sar■나ssi, J. Org. Chem., 45, 객241

(1980).
(8) (Z)-7-Eicoseri-11-one prepared by this method was 

proved biologically active by its field tests in So니th Korea.
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Recently chemical as well as physical concequences of 
orbital interaction have been demonstrated1. Direct 

experimental examination of such orbital interaction has 
been practicable using electron transmission spectroscopy 
(ETS)1S-2. Two important, yet unaccounted-for, features 
of. the experimental results on 兀*-m* orbital interactions 
through 2 and 4 C-C o bonds (N = 2 and 4) of the con
necting cr frawework2 were: (i) level splitting (JE) of the 
symmetry adapted orbitals (SAO),睛 and 兀畠 is con
siderably greater than that for the corresponding 兀-兀 in
teractions, and (ii) 나}e average level (瞞) of the two SAO 
is above the basis level (%), the 兀* level for monoene.

Jn this work we will show that these features are the 
results of enhanced effect of through-space interaction (TSI) 
in the 兀*一兀* interaction compared with that in the 兀一兀 

interaction. .
To second-order in overlap S, the lev이s and of the 

SAO,兀 + and j (or and 〃一)had the expressions (la) and 
(lb) for N = odd and even systems respectively3.
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where e , which is negative, is the environment adju어ed level 
of the basis level, 如 and 沁 are depression and elevation 
of e due to TSI, and x7 y, a and g are positive quantities 
difined as:
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Equations (la) and (lb) clearly indicate that the effects 
of second-order pert니!'bation (through-bond interaction 
(TBI)) is to elevate one of the SAO (兀+ and tj for N—odd 
and even cases respectively) substantially but to depress the 
other by a small amount. These are natural consequences 
of narrow (wide) energy gaps involved in the interactions 
of 兀土 with the framework HO-a (LUp*) orbitals. The 
depression effect on a SAO has been shown to be small 

but by no means negligible5, as expected from eq(l), since 
(8—a)〈1.03.

In 一兀* orbital interactions, the environment adjusted 
level of the basis orbital, e*, should be approximately equal 
to the ;卢 level of ethylene since there will be no first-order 
(electrostatic) interaction between an empty 兀* orbital and 
a neutral molecule. The basis level is therefore given as

.t(1 + g + 0) +y(l + a—£) (2)

where e^ = e^ (ethylene)>0 and x, yt a and p are positive 
quantities similarly defined as above. It is evident from eq 
(2) that the basis level is somewhat depressed relative to the 
ethylenic level since the second-order effect is to depress 
(by an amount x (l+a+0)) more than to elevate (by an 
amount ’(1+a—g)) the level e*. This is in accord with the 
experimental results2 (see Table).

The environment adjusted levels e+ and e一 for the SAO, 
and 几導 are obtained using the usual approximation, Hmn 

二—^5mn3, where k is a. positive constant.

e+ = e* + \H,\ x$> = e*~det 1 ()
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where Se^kSO —S) and deh=kS (1 +5). The level splitting, 
』Es, and energy destabilization,况as a result of TSI 
are thus given as,

AEs = —纤=Sei + 三 2 砧 ⑷

g —以 j=2kS2 (5)

The corresponding ones for z-x TSI are3: AEsW =2*S 
Q + 印)and 施$任2。+幻)S? where 幻 is the first-order 
level depression of 兀 orbital,四Hence ZEs(非*) and 
少％(兀*) should be larger (positive quantities) than 
and 笊S) respectively.

Inclusion of second-order (TBI) terms gives the final 
expressions (6a) and (6b) for TV = odd and even cases re
spectively.
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Thus iii 二尹七卢 TBI, one of the SAO (r专 and ;吃 for N
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TABLE 1: Experimental Results from Photoelectron and Electron 
Transmission2 Spectroscpoies (energies in eV)

- 〜 ，E S& *
Compound /c (兀土) (几±) 7L S 초)

1.76니 0.51

-8.97

Fthylene

-0.15

-0.47

1.70

1.52 0.10

1.68

1.45 0.10

substanitally depressedis=odd and even cases respectively)
(by an amount 2【r(l +a+0)) while the other is elevated 
(by a small amount 2y(l+a—R)). These are of course 
natural consequences of the narrow (wide) energy gaps 
involved in the interactions of 7哇 with the framework LU- 

(HO-<7)orbitals. The overall splitting AE and energy 
change 8s are given as,

』E°dd=£-一£+三』£$一2{(1 + ")愆一》，)+,&(上+，)}

=』Es — g (7a)

』Egn=』Es+g (7b)

九=£ 応，一 &)=虎s〉0 (8)

These expressions are exactly the same as the corresponding 
ones for 兀--花 interactions3. However since is shown to 
be considerably greater for x*-^* TST compared with tt-tt 
TSI, JEgn (人서‘) will be greater, while JEodd (兀*) will be 
smaller than the corresponding values of 4E(”) for 
systems in which TSI is not negligible. This is confirmed 

by the ETS results2 (Table 1) on systems with N~2 and 4. 
ETS data on 7V = 3 system with the possibility of TSI will 
provide a further test for the validity of our PMO approach 
to orbital interactions. Overall destabilization,况〉0, of 
咒*-穴* intersetions with non-negligible TSI is also borne 
out by the ETS results2 (Table 1). Finally we 아、ould add that 
level orderings expected from considerations of eq (7) were 
all found to be consistent with experimental2 as well as 
theoretical res나lts&.

We are greatef니 to the Ministry of Education and the 
Korea Research Center for Theoretical Physics and Chemistry 
for support of this work.
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